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Abstract—A Ge quantum dot photodetector has been demonstrated using a metal–oxide–semiconductor (MOS) tunneling
structure. The oxide film was grown by liquid phase deposition
(LPD) at 50 C. The photodetector with five-period Ge quantum
dot has responsivity of 130, 0.16, and 0.08 mA/W at wavelengths
of 820 nm, 1300 nm, and 1550 nm, respectively. The device with
20-period Ge quantum dot shows responsivity of 600 mA/W at
the wavelength of 850 nm. The room temperature dark current
density is as low as 0.06 mA/cm2 . The high performance of the
photodetectors at 820 nm makes it feasible to integrate electrooptical devices into Si chips for short-range optical communication.
Index Terms—Liquid phase deposition, MOS diode, quantum
dot photodetector.

Fig. 1. (a) Structure of five-layer Ge quantum dot devices prepared by
UHVCVD. (b) TEM micrograph of Ge quantum dot samples.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

NTEREST in silicon-based optoelectronic devices has
grown rapidly in the last decade [1]. Si photodetectors at
820–850 nm wavelengths have been reported by several groups
[2], [3]. However, they have limited detection efficiency and
wavelength range due to the large absorption length 16 m
of Si at 820 nm [2] and the forbidden absorption at 1300 and
1550 nm. The incorporation of Ge into Si can increase the
cutoff wavelength and enhance the absorption efficiency [4].
In this paper, metal–oxide–semiconductor (MOS) tunneling
structures [5] with Ge quantum dots have been investigated
as the photodetector. Low temperature liquid phase deposited
(LPD) SiO is used as the gate oxide film to avoid high temperature thermal oxidation, which induces Ge-related defects
during oxidation.
II. DEVICE FABRICATION
The Si/Ge quantum dots were prepared by ultrahigh-vacuum
chemical vapor deposition (UHVCVD) on p-type Si (001) substrates. The structure is shown in Fig. 1(a) and the TEM image of
the Ge quantum dot is shown in Fig. 1(b). After a Si buffer layer
of 50 nm, five periods of Ge/Si bilayers were grown to form the
self-assembled Ge dots at 600 C under the Stranski–Krastanov
(SK) growth mode [6]. To separate the Ge layers, a Si spacer
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Fig. 2.

Process flow of liquid phase deposition.

layer with the thickness of 50 nm was used. A 3 nm (nominal
thickness) Si cap was deposited as a top layer on self-assembled
Ge dots for the subsequent growth of oxide by LPD. All layers
grown by UHVCVD were p-type doped with an estimated concentration on the order of 1 10 cm .
The MOS diodes had Al gate electrodes with various circular
areas defined by photolithography. To avoid strain relaxation
and Ge segregation, low-temperature oxide process is required.
LPD [7], [8] is a promising low-temperature process for
SiO formation with low thermal budget, low cost, and high
throughput. Fig. 2 shows the experimental flow diagram of the
LPD process in this work. Details can be found in the literature
[8].
III. DEVICE OPERATION
Fig. 3 shows the room temperature current–voltage ( – )
characteristics of the five-period Ge quantum dot NMOS detector under 820 nm lightwave exposures with different light in-
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Fig. 5. (a) Device responsivity versus different light intensity operated in 820,
1300, and 1550 nm, respectively. (b) The dark and photo current at 850 nm of
the MOS detector with 20-period Ge quantum dots.
Fig. 3. I –V characteristics of the Ge quantum dot MOS detector under
820 nm lightwave exposures with different light intensity. The inset shows that
the photo-generated carriers can be collected by the gate electrode through
lateral drift and diffusion.

Fig. 4. Band diagram of a Ge quantum dot NMOS detector under inversion
bias. The transient response of a typical Si MOS detector under 850 nm pulse
measurement is shown in the inset.

tensity. The LPD oxide thickness of the device was 1.5 nm. Because the Al electrode would block and reflect the light shined
directly on the device, the fiber is pointed to the edge of the gate
electrode and the photogenerated carriers can be collected by
the electrode due to lateral drift and diffusion of the carriers, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 3. The room temperature dark current density is as low as 0.06 mA/cm for the five-period Ge
quantum dot MOS devices, while the dark current of typical
Ge pin devices is 20 mA/cm [9]. Note that the photocurrent
is relatively independent of applied voltage, and the device can
operate close to zero volt bias. Fig. 4 shows the band diagram
of a Ge quantum dot NMOS detector under inversion bias. The
photoelectrons are generated in the deep depletion region, and
are swept toward the gate electrode. The photoelectrons tunnel
from the active layer to the Al gate electrode due to trap-assisted
tunneling in the LPD oxide.
It is noted that the device area is 3.2 10 cm and the illuminated area is 64 m (fiber diameter is 9 m). Since the
fiber is pointed to the edge of the gate electrode and the depletion width is smaller than 1 m at 2 V positive gate bias,
most excited carriers are collected by the electrode through diffusion and the device speed is limited. The FWHM is 2 ns for

the typical Si MOS detector under 850 nm pulse measurement,
as shown in the inset of Fig. 4. A finger electrode structure and
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate could be used instead of circular electrode and Si substrate to increase the device speed. The
excited carriers between two fingers can be collected quickly
by the electrode because the large electric field within the depletion region, and the excited carriers deep in the substrate are
eliminated by using a SOI substrate. It is also noted that since
the band offset in Si/Ge heterojunctions is mainly in the valence
band, the electrons in the conduction band are less scattered by
the conduction band discontinuity, as compared to holes in the
valence band. The complex structure of the valence band due to
the Ge wetting layer and quantum dots has an insignificant effect on our NMOS detector, in which electron transport is dominant. The dark current of the NMOS Ge quantum dot detector
is determined by thermal generation rate through the defects in
the deep depletion region and the interface states [10].
Fig. 5(a) is the room temperature responsivity of a device with
five-period Ge quantum dots under 820, 1300, and 1550 nm
lightwave exposure, respectively. The MOS Ge quantum dot detector shows an external quantum efficiency of 20% at 820 nm.
For 1300 nm and 1550 nm detection wavelengths, the responsivity of MOS Ge quantum dot detectors drops to 0.16 and
0.08 mA/W, respectively, due to the insufficient thickness of
active layers. The Si MOS detector was also fabricated to determine the responsivity enhancement of Ge quantum dot structures. With the insertion of Ge quantum dots into Si devices,
the device efficiency at 820 nm increases by a factor 10 as
compared to the Si device without Ge incorporation, and the Si
detector has no response at 1300 and 1550 nm. To enhance the
device responsivity, MOS detectors with 20-period Ge quantum
dot were fabricated using the same process. The dark and photo
current at 850 nm are shown in Fig. 5(b). The responsivity at
850 nm reaches 600 mA/W, but the responsivity at 1300 and
1550 nm are similar to that of a 5-period Ge quantum dot device.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The five-period Ge quantum dot MOS device can detect
the wavelengths of 820 nm, 1300 nm, and 1550 nm with
responsivity of 130, 0.16, and 0.08 mA/W, respectively. The
responsivity at 850 nm reaches 600 mA/W using a 20-period
Ge quantum dot absorption layer. The gate oxide is grown by
low-temperature LPD and the Ge quantum dot structures are
prepared by UHVCVD. At inversion gate bias, the dark current
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of the detector is limited by the generation rate of minority
carriers in the depletion region. The room temperature dark
current density is as low as 0.06 mA/cm .
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